
Bryson Reece
Norman, OK • hey@bryson.cc

Personal Site: https://bryson.cc

LinkedIn: @brysonreece
GitHub: @brysonreece

A dedicated husband, maker, and full-stack engineer with an extensive
background modernizing legacy web services, applications, and teams
in order to embrace modern tooling and practices across the board.

RELEVANT EXPERIENCE

Senior Software Engineer, Whytespyder — Rogers, AR
FEBRUARY 2022 - PRESENT

Overseeing and coordinating a team of engineers in the redevelopment
of Whytespyder’s flagship product, SKUNinja. A hybrid workflow of
project management, refactor consultation, and backend development
involved in transforming a legacy PHP microservice architecture
towards a lean, monolithic implementation built upon modern tooling
and practices, such as Laravel, React, and Typescript.

Senior Software Engineer, Wunderite — Boston, MA
JUNE 2021 - FEBRUARY 2022

Full-stack refactoring of a legacy SPA built on a hybrid of Vue, Laravel,
and Typescript. Collaboratively rewrote the core application structure to
increase development flexibility required for future product milestones.
Promoted and standardized tooling in order to foster continuous QA
and reviews using  principles such as static analysis, CI/CD, and
container management.

Head of Software Engineering, WellCaddie — Norman, OK
NOVEMBER 2016 - JUNE 2021

Oversaw and managed a team of engineers in the development of the
WellCaddie software line. Coordinated both the software and hardware
development divisions of the company to produce a unified product
package to support remote automation operators. Performance directly
resulted in a company valuation increase of several million dollars.

PROJECT HIGHLIGHTS

Seedling Chinese to English phonetic transliteration, patented

Athena LMS Video Platform, MLH Hackathon Winner

O.V.A.L. VR Pedagogy Environment, used nationwide

Stream Decentralized Media Streaming, 13,000+ downloads

Additional projects available at bryson.cc/projects

TECHNICAL SKILLS
 Fluent in complete full-stack
web development within the
Laravel ecosystem of tools and
best practices.

 Fluent understanding of Git,
Unix environments, system and
server administration, REST
API development, as well as
launching, managing, and
long-term refactoring of a
product or service at scale.

LANGUAGES
PHP, JavaScript, Typescript,

C, C++, C#, Java, Python,

MySQL, HTML5, CSS3

FRAMEWORKS
Laravel, Livewire, Alpine.js

Vue, Vuex, Pinia

React, Redux, Inertia

COMMUNITY
Former Exhibit Curator for OU
Libraries’ Poetics of Invention

Former Educator for OU
Libraries’ The Edge Makerspace

Former Educator for local OKC
VR & Norman AR/VR Meetups

HONORS & AWARDS
Community Builder recognition
by University of Oklahoma

MLH Hackathon Winner (x2)


